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SUMMARY
Charts are presented for the
ical stress for local instability
and George J. Heimerl
calculation of the crit-
of columns with 1-. Z-.
channel, and rectangular-tube section. These charts-are-
intended to replace the less complete charts published in
NACA Technical Note No. 743. !The values used in extend-
ing the charts are computed by moment-distribution methods
that give somewhat more accurate values than the energy
method previously used and also make it possible to deter-
mine theoretically which element of the cross section is
primarily responsible for instability.
An experimental curve is included for use in taking
into account the effect of stresses above the elastic
range on the modulus of elasticity of 24$-T aluminum alloy.
A determination of the dimensions of a thin-metal
column for maximum critical stress with certain given oon--
ditions is presented.
INTRODUCTION
,>
One of the important requirements in the design of
thin-metal columns for aircraft is the determination of
the critical compressive stress at which locai instability
occurs. Local instability of a column is defined as any
type of instability in which the cross sections are dis-
torted in their own planes but are not translated or ro-
tated.
2The critical stress for local instability can
usually be given in terms of the geometry of the sec---
tion, the properties of the material, and a coefficient,
Reference 1 presented charts for the determination of
such coefficients for columns of I-? Z-$ channel, and
rectangular-tube sections. These charts, however, con-
tained relatively few curves and in some cases required
interpolation over a wide range.
In order to make the charts of reference 1 more
nearly complete and to reduce the necessary range of
interpolation, each chart has been extended to include
eight interm~diate curvese The values used in extend-
ing the charts are computed by moment-distribution
methods that give somewhat more accurate values than the
energy method previously used and also make it possible
to determine theoretically which element of the cross
section is primarily responsible for instability.
The present report includes the extended ch~rts,
aldng with tables of the values used in preparing the
charts~ and is intended to supersede refereqqe 1. An
experimental curve is included for use in taking into
account the effect of stre=ses a%ove the elastic range
on the modulus of elasticity of 24S-T aluminum alloy6
A determination of the dimensions of a thin-metal column
for maximum critical stress with certain given conditions
is
A
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h
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presented,
SYMBOLS
cross-sectional area .
width of end or narrower wall of rectangular tube or
of plate element of 1-, Z--, or channel section
effective flexural stiffness of plate per unit length
-.
r
3
‘r)Izt
t12(l - Ma)“ 1
modulus of elasticity
width of side or wider wall of rectangular tube
——
. . .
3
k
.k sec
t
S111
A
M
‘cr
m
nondimensional coefficient dependent upon relative
dimensions of cross section
section coefficient
thickness
stiffness in moment-distribution analysis for far
edge free (no support and no restraintagainst
rotation)
stiffness in moment-distribution analysis for ffar
edge supported and subjected to sinusoidally
distributed moment equal and opposite to moment
applied at near edge
restraint coefficient, a measure of relative resis-
tance to rotation of restraining element at edge
of plate
half wave length of buckle
Poisson!s ratio
critical compressive stress
nondimensional coefficient that takes into account
reduction of modulus of elasticity for stresses
above the elastic range. Within the elastic
range, n = 1.
Subscripts:
J? flange
w web
b end or narrower wall of rectangular tube
h side.or wider wall of rectangular tube
FORMULAS FOR CRITICAIj STIKESS
For an I-, 2-, or channel section, either of two
formulas given in reference l,may be used for calculating
the critical compressive stress. The two formulas are
,.,..——
_.-
-..
4
and
acr = k~2Et F2
—- -.—-
11 12( 1 - ~a)b~a
(1)
(2)
The corresponding formula for a rectangular–tube section
is given in reference 1 as
In using formulas (l), (2), and
are shove the elastic ranges gcr/11
-.
(3)
(3) when the stresses
is first evaluated,
and
‘cr is determined from this value by means of the
curve of figure 6. The relationship between
‘cr and
Ucr/TI will be further discussed in another section of
this report.
DISCUSSION OF CHARTS
All of the quantities on the right-hand side,of
equation (1), (2), or (3) are known except the value of
the coefficient kw, kF$ or k. This value may be read
from the appropriate chart (figs. 1 to 5) after the nec-
essary dimension ratios are computed and applies whenever
the length of the column is greater than several (3 or 4)
times the width of the widest plate element:’,
In general, when a column of 1-, 2-, channel, or
rectangular-tube section fails by local instability one
of the two elements (web and flange or end wall and side
wall) of the cross section may be said to be primarily
responsible for the instability; that is, as the load
approaches its critical value, this one element is no
5! )
~J ., longer capable in itself of supporting the loads imposed
,,,
‘~
L3 ‘oh i% $~itho’ut‘%ucklifig ati’dreqti”ires’‘a-’ce’titain-’”iitioiznt‘of{i
[,1 restraini from the other element of the cross section inorder to delay ‘buckling until that load for which the
:1;.\
p;
CI?OSS section as a whole becomes un~ta~le is reached.
[j~ The charts show which element Of the cross sect’fon is be-
~
‘ii
ing restrained against buckling by the other element. A
dashed line is drawn on each of the charts (figs. 1 to 5)
~r connecting the points” for which the two eler,ents are+’
I \./ equally responsible for the instability Of the section.
,; This line divides the chart into two regions:] In one
,.
[
region the web (or side wall) is primarily responsible
for instability and in the other region the flange (or
end wall) is priharily responsible for instability. A
I
column with a given cross section will fall into one of
these two regions,
~’
depending on the values of the various
dimension ratios.
RI!JLATIONSHIP BETWEEI? UCr AND OCr/q
. .
Yigure 6 shows the relationship between
‘cr and
/‘cr T a’s determined from tests of 243..-Taluminum-alloy
columns of Z-, H—, and channel section, either formed from
flat sheet or extruded. This figure was ‘prepared by plot-
ting the experimentally determined values of
~
Ccr as
/
ordinates against the values of
i
/acr Q as abscissas. The
values of ucr/q were computed according to equation (1)
,\J
and the chart of figure. 1: or. 3. The results of the tests
.,
,,
.,! are di-scussed in more detail in reference’ 2,
>ii
Similar expe~imental data for materials other than
24&T aluminum alloy are not now available, and further
study of this subject seems desirable.
METHOD Ol?PREPARING CHARTS
Values of
‘W, ‘~F, and k used in preparing the
charts (figs, 1 to 5) were computed by an application of
the principles of moment distribution to the stability of
thin plates. This method is presented in detail and one
example of its application is given in reference 3.
—6
,.
An alternate procedure, which makes use of the
charts presented in references ~~and 5, *as used in com-
~wting some of the values for the charts of figures 1 to , ‘
b. An example of the application of this method follows:
It is desired to determine the value of the coeffi-
cieilt k:jl~for a column of the cross-sectional dimensions
shown in figure 7. It is necessary to nredl.ctwhich ele-
ment of the cross section will be nrim.arilyresponsible
for the instability. The calculationswill then show
whether ~his Dredicti”gn iS COITeCt. For a section with
a relatively wide flange, such as that shown in figure 7,
the flange will Probably be nrimarily responsible for
failure. On this assumption, the detailed nrocedure for
determining lq- OT kF is as follows:
1. Com?ute the ratios t~/’ti~~and bW/bF.
2, Assume a value of ~/h~, where ?L is the half
wave length of the buckle.
3*
k l“”%ComUute h\bF from the equation ~J=
G %“
L\. Assume several values of kV(. In order to avoid
the necessity for interpolation iilthe tables of reference
6, the values of k should be assumed for the Dart that
5.snot brimarily resnorlsiblefor instability because these
values are the ones that must be used to enter the tables.
Unless previous experience has revealed the approximate
rqnge of such values to be assumeii,this range may be
estio.atedby the use of the relation between the values
of k for the two Darts of the cross seotion given in steq 5
and by the fact that the value of K for the part which is
primarily responsible for instabilitywill be somewhere
between ‘chatfor simnle sucwort and that for fixed edges.
,.
5. For each value of kll, commzte kF from the
eq’uation
.
7which was obtained from equations (1) and ,(2) and the
.assum.ption...th,atstre’~s ..isuniform, acro.~.a.th.e.,s.ect.ion.-
.
6. Using the assumed values ‘of A/bw and kW,
ev’aluate the quantity SITW/(~/b)W from the ta%les. of
reference 6, where
qEtW3
5W = .-,—
12(1
- M2)
Compute c =
4S1VWb~
7.
‘--;;— (see, reference 4), where
mr=
%’ = ‘—-–”
12(1
- W2)
The formula is
X4
‘8. With the values of c from step 7, determine
‘F from the chart of figure 3, reference 4*
9: Flot
‘F from step $ and kF from step % as ~ , ;“
ordinate against eithe,r of the two. values as ab”scissac
The intersection of the two curves gives the correct
value of kF for the particular value of A/b~ .
.2.D. Repeat “steps 2 to 9, assuming different values
of
~/bW.
, . ,..,
11. Plot the values of kF from step !3against
A/bp. The minimum of this curve, gives the required value
of k
~.
If the calculations indicate that S%vw” is nega-
tive$ the prediction” that the flange is the primary
cause of instability is wrong, In such a case, the
calculation must be carried out with S111 F instead of
s=~J{ .in step 6, and with the chart of figure 3,. refer-
ence 5, in step a. In addition, all the subscripts Y
will become W, and vice versa.
The results of the procedure outlined herein as
applied to the problem of figure 7 are given in table 1,
The values of k~, in the last column of table I were
determined according to step 9. If these values of k~
are plotted against A/by, the iiiinimum value is found
to be about 0.73. The value of kw can be computed from
the formula given in step 5.
Tables II to VI give the minimum values of kws kF#
and k used. in the preparation of figures 1 to 5. All
of the values of k and. kw in these tables except those
marked a were computed. either by the method just out-
lined or 3Y the moment–distribution method discussed in
reference 3. The values of kF were then computed by
the eque,tion given in step 5* The values narked a are
those computed by the energy method and. used in the prep-
aration of the charts of reference 1.
DIMENSIONS OF TEIN-lViETAL COLUhNS I?OR
MAXIiqUM CRITICAL STRESS
Equation (1) gives the critical stress for an 1–,
z-, or channel column in terms of the width and the thick-
ness of the web. The effect of the presence of flanges is
taken into e,ccount in the evaluation of the coefficient
kv l For the purpose of studying the dimensions that give
maximum critical stress, the form of equation (1) is pre-
served but the concept of certain terms is generalized,
The ratio b/t of a plate may be called the aspect
ratio of the plate. A corresponding quantity that ex–
presses the Ilsection aspect ration for a thin—metal col-
umn is the area of the section divided by the squa”re of
some thickness If, therefore, eq,uation (1) is written
B,,Ail.
9.
u cr
= k~ec=
Tr23i
--
v 12(1 ~“”v2)
t,:p ~()-—””’ -A ““(4)
~’ then the value of the section coefficient k.~ec isa,
1
measure of the effect of the shape of the section b~/b”W
,~ on /UC= n for a given section aspect ratio A/tw2 and
n,>!1 a given value of *w/ty. In order to show ”that ksec is
,1‘;
dependent oti only %?/% and tw/tF$ equation (1) is
set equal to equation (4), with ,the result that
(5)
From the geometry of the section (Z– or channel),
A= bv{tw + 2bTtE. If this value of A is substituted
in equation (5) and the equation is solved for ksec,
the result is.:
(6)
!{ The value of kW depends on only
.bF/bW and tw/ty,i’\ and the value of k~ec therefore also depends on only
~:
y.
h these two r~tios.
In figure 8 the values of k~ec as determined ,by
equation (6) are plotted fo< channel: and ‘Z—section” COI-
umns, and in figure !l similar values are plotted for I-
section columns,
A method exac~ly analogous to the foregoing method
can be applied to rectangular tubes. In this casey aqua-
tiom (4) ‘isyritten -, , .
m
i:’Ili!i -..
10
and the formula for ksl?c becomes
(8)
In figure 10 are plotted the values of k~ec for rec-
tangular tubes, ad d~termined by equation (8).
As a practical problem in the determination of the
dimensions of a thin-metal column for the development of
maximum critical stress, consider a flat strip of metal
of constant thickness which is to be formed into a Z-. or
channel section. In the,formed section, t~/t~ = 1. The
section aspect ratio A/tW2 is equal to the width of this
strips or the developed length of the, final cross section,
div&ded by the thickness. When bent to form a channel-- or
Z-section column, this strip of metal of constant thick-
ness develops the highest /‘cr q for local instability iy
the bends are so located that the ratio of flange width to
web width B~/ blt is equal to about 0e41, which is the
maximum of the curve for tw/tT = 1 in figure 8-
Regardless of the thickness used in the definition
of the section aspect ratio, the maximum:.value of acr/T
for a given value of the section aspect ratio will occur
at the same values of by/ bw for a particular value of
tw/ty, The maximum for each t~f/t~ ratio therefore re-
veals the shape — that is, the value of by/?)W - that the
I-, Z-, or channel section should have if maximum fYcr/q
is desired, The same reasoning holds for the rectangular
tubee (See fig. 10.)
Equations (1) to (3) and figures 1 to 5. are probably
more useful to practical designers than the more general
equations (4) and (’7) and figures 8 to 10* The curves of
figures 1, 3, and 5 have’ therefore been redrawn in figures
11 to 13 with dashed lines added to show the percentage of
the maximum, value of acr/ll that can he developed for given
values of t~/t~ and A/tv2 when by/hW is varied- The
position of thes’i+lines is independent of the thickness
used in the definition of the section aspect ratio. It is
of interest to observe,. by comparison of figures 2, 4, and
. .
11
;
5 with figures 11 to 13, that the line of maximum values
bears no apparent relation to the line that shows the
dimension ratios for which the web and flange (or end
wall and side wall) are equally responsible for the in-
stability of the secticn.
CONCLUSIOITS
1. The critical compressive stress at which cross-
sectional distortion begins in a thin—wall column of 1-,
Z-, or channel section is given by either of the follow-
ing formulas:
Ucr kwn2EtW2
= —.—-
—.
n 12(1 _ ~:;)bwa
or
kFlT2EtFa
~=
—.
——
n 12(1 - @b#
;,
where
i’ bw width of web
1 bl? half width of flange for I–section,
~~
total width offlange for .2 and channel section
kw and km
tw and ty
m
nondimensional coefficients read. fronl the
appropriate chart
YounG1s modulus and Poisson!s ratio for the
material 9 respectively
thickriess of web and flan(qe, respectively
nondimensional coefficient that takes into
acccunt reduction of modulus of elasticity
for stresses above the elastic range, Withinthe elastic range, q = 1*
12
For a rectangular-tube section
:= k m2 Eth2
= .—- — ——
n 12(1 – V2)h2
where
k nondimensional coefficient read from appropriate
chart
h and th width and thickness, respectively, of side or
wider wall of rectangular tube
2* l?or stresses above, the elastic ran~e, the critical
compressive stress is determined from a curve that gives
the relationship between and
‘cr ‘cr/~ for 24S-T alum-
inum alloy.
3. The charts of values of k are divided into two
regions: In one region the web or side wall is primarily
responsible for instability and iu the other region the
flange or end wall is primarily responsible for instability
4. The equations for critical stress are also pres--
ented in general form with the ratio 3/t replaced by the
section aspect ratio A/t2, where b is the width and, t
the thickness of an element of the cross section, and A
is the area of the cross section. From these general equ.e ,
tions, charts have been prepared that reveal the effect of
shape alone on the critical stress for local instability.
The shapes that Give maximum critical stress bear no ap~ar-
ent relation to the proportions for which the web and fiange
(or end wall and side wall) are equally responsible f~r the
instability of the section.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advi.s~?y CcmnVlitee for Aeronautics,
Langley FieZd$ Va,
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TABLE II
CALCULATED MINIMUM VALmS OF kw FOR I-SECTIONS
0.7
I IS
‘AbF
o
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
:3;
?
:4;
A;5
.Ij25
l5
l52
: ;5
z
J
.0
1:0:
I1.6 1.8 2.00.5 .6
I 1
: .00----!4
*6:[~=:
*6.61----
*6.68----
a6.726.46
6.72.6.49
-----6.51
6“74 2:G-----
----- 5.96
6.75 5.51
6.75 ----
6.39 ----
6.21 ----
5*9 ---q
z
?.5 4eli
.233.12
k
3.302. 7
2.191. 5
---- ---- 84.00 ‘----
---- ---- *4.49----
--------*4.82 ----
---- ---- :4.98----
-------- ~:g~~:.;
5.715.26
~.~g$.;$ 3.58~*97
5:;??:8? k:% ;“:?)
l . ---.-----
--------.--------
3.543.02 2.612.12
---- ---- ----- -----
---- ---- ----- ----
---- ---- ----- ----
----
---- ---- *4.OO
--------a4.06
::;;;::;$;;--------
3.7 3.66 3:57
?3.3 3.17 ;.;;
d k
2.7 2.5
2.251.9 1:72
----
----
----
----
----
6.12
6.15
6.0
z5*7‘
5.04
----
4.31
----
----
k---
----
3.22
2.46
;.:$
.
----
----
----
----
3.95
3*55
3.072.55
----
----1 ---- 1-----
----
1.76
----
I 1---- ---- -.-o-
1.5Qll.3ol1.10
I [---- ---- -----
----1---- 1---------
----
----
II
---------- -- -
2.632.23 1.
l?
1.54
2.021.71 1. 1.17
1.581.35 1.18 .91
1.07 .90 .78 .61
I 1- -- ---- ------
1.26
.96
l75
.45“_LL1.0i ;g: .76i -----: 1 .51.40 .33 Y:2
%oniputed by energy solution (reference 1);
dire.--,, --, -.-,, ,,- , ,,, , (, ,.-, ,, -,.,,, Imlml , II mm Imnmn II II I Imm III n lnn 11111 I I
15NACA TABLE 111
CALCULATED MINIMUM vALUES OF kF> FOR I-S3CTIONS
mT0.5 0.6,.—‘1.288----------------a.623----------------a.567-----.547?.59:5;g .56i
.?
.550
.198
J& -=
-----
.484-----
.465-----
.422‘ :~~~
------
------ .471
.269i.575
..-----.
.287
0.80.7 0.9
,.
1.0 1.2
‘1.288-----
31.019-----
0.0
.2
.
k
:8
1.0
1.25
1.429
1.667
1.7391.786
1.818
1.905
2.000
2.105
2.222
2.500
2.857
$:;m~
2: ::;
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
O:A:$
.590
.568
-----
-----
-----
-----
.528
-----
.
?. y)
.366
.271
.107
-----
-----
---..-
-----
.----
-----
.----
0.685
J#
.605
-----
-----
-----
..-----
.567
-----
.’~;
i
:416
;;$;
-----
-----
-----
.-----
“----
------
-----
z0. 29
:673
.651
-----
-----
-----
---
.611
-----
:5;J
i. 60
:;;:
-----
-----
.----- -----
a.852---------- -----
-----
1.02
1.00 1
.982
.985
-----
-----
------
al.147
1l120
I------ ----- -----
0.960
l957
:8%
.7770.883
~;~; ~E#g
.703 .798
1.0
1*Oz?
1.04
1.Ch
1.119
------
1.096
I------- ----
------ ! -----
----.-- -----
-----
.762
-----
-----
.685
.615
:M
-----
-----
------
.653
------
------
.573
2: ?2
.304
~’.2oo
a.11’2
.8621 .96211.04911..o98
‘---- 1-----”1---------:: I ----- - - - - - - --
.799
l 371
:42;
-----
-----
aComputed by energy solution (reference 1).
TABLE lV-
C.LLCULATEDHT.NIMUMVALUES OF % FOR CHANNELWD !Z-SECTIOI:S
1‘~i/t~.bF/b
o
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2%
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JL;:
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.
8
00
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—.
34.00
I
---- ---- ---- ---- a4.oo ----------------a4.oo
35.46----------------%&; ----------------‘94.0
16.02---------------- . ----------------
26.19----
’34.oil
-------- ---------------------------..--
S6.31----
------------a4.58---- n,–-
---------------------a4.59----X6.@
----------------a4.60
----
I I--------- ---- ---- ----
a6.1+3 %:gil::=
-----
6.50 p; ;:j~
-----
.
6.53 3:743.25
----- --------
----
6.5~\/50
II
---- -------- ---- ---- -4.00
---- a3.98
---- a3.97
---- a3. 2
8---- a3.6
3.81 3.76.
3.48 3.26
b
2.78 2. 1
2.18 1. 7
II------ --
I------ -- i
---- ---- ---- -----
6.03 5.59 5.15 4.79
~:;: 2:$ ~:: $!
?6:96 1.9311:193:70 I I I------ ------ -----
{
- - -- -- - -
2.02 1.69
--------
--------
---- ----
--------
1.19
::0 ;:7
.8cr
l)) .)A
---- -----
1.42 1.19
---------
------..--
---------
--l Ii.U61 ---- l----l ---- l----- i----
----- 1---- 1----,---- ~--- ,---.----1---- 1----1 ---- ~----,----
---- 1---- 1----1 ---- l---.-- l---- ---= -----
.98 .83
.72-----
.55 4:
.36
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TABLE V
CALCULATEDMINIMUMVALUESOF. kF FOR CHANNELAND Z-SECTIONS
w“1.6 ~.8 2.0--------- al.28---------------0.8 0.9\
t#~
~h~
0
.2
k
“.
:8
1.0
1.250
t
I. 29
I..67
1.759
i
I. 86
1. 18
1.905
2.000
2.105
2.222
2. 00
32* 57
t
:;:;
4.40Q-
4.800
5.200
5.600
6.000
0.6 II1.0 1*2 1.40.5 0.7 i
1.288
1.111
-----
a.962
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
al.288
------
a.695
--..---
~=62~
:?Z;
.545
.513
.502
.
i
01
:$;
------
------
.26~
------
.146
------
a.083
------
a.059
------
a.out
-----
-----
-----
- ---
-----
3.650
.617
.592
.559
-----
-----
-----
-----
.491
jy:
.351
::;:
.136
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
0. 06
2.,76
.655
.611
-----
-----
-----
-----
.543
-----
.489
y;
i.27
.171
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
I----- -...--
1----- ----- !%.23.._----------.------------% .201.1341.161 1.191.110l.fio 1.151.1101.143
L.0991.137
I---------t------ ----
-L--- -.---k
3.7720.836
.726 .791
i
.767
: ;? .727
----- -----
.8900.98
.870 .96?
.832 l934
.792 .911
-----
1.07
1.0!/
t1.05
1.015
1
--
1.19
----
----
----
----
1.18
----
----
1.1
1.1z
1.17
%ae68
;.5;
a“
.
I---------- ----- 1----- 1----- -----
-----
-----
-----
L.084
-----;
----- 1----- ----- 1----- 1----- -----
I--------- I I------ ----- ._---- -----
----- ----- ------
.72s .864 .990
---------------
.------ ---
.598 .657
-----
1.147
.---- 1------ -----
-----
-----
A----
;;:;
: ~~~
a.236
a.199
a.170
a.146
a.127
----- I.---- ------
.748
.644
.515
.377
. 06
8
:6;;
.489
-----
1.131
1.104
1.013
.772
I---------- ----- -----
-----
.----
-----
-----
---..-
-----
-----
-----
I-----I--------- -----
I--------- I ----- -----f---..-1------ ---- -----
I-----I------ -a-- ----- -----
acomputed by enepgy SOIUtion (reference 1)”
TABLE VI
CALCULATED MINIMUM VALUES OF k FOR RECTANGULAR TUBES
t~hy
\b/h
o
.050
.075
.100
.125
.200
. 00
?.,00
:2%
.650
.661
.670
.700
.70
8.0
J. 00
.S20
.850
.900
1.000
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
+_----- --a7.01
28
a .1
----
----
----
----Q:g
----------------
a .8 ---------------------
.$j: ::--:::::::::::::!::?
~.$ L.684.945.215*M 5*66
-------------
p; I:i;ix 4.825.05 5.30
---------------------
3:4 4.12 4.30 4.52 4.77 5.03
83. 2 ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
3.76 ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
3.68 ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
3.38 3.86 4.08 ---- ---- -----
----- 3.66 ---- ---- ---- -----
----- ---- ---- --- -
2.56 ;:G ;:;; It.04 4.36 4.64
----- 3.27 ---- ---- ---- -----
----- 3.05-----------------
-----2.753.293.69---------
1.64.2.232.753.223.61 4*OO
I------ -- a7.01
I“--- ---- I------- -----
I------- I-------- -----
a6.85---- I ----1--------
---- l---.- ---- I ---- -----
6.0216.316.48[ 6.62 6.71
---- ----
5.726.05
----
6.29
----
6.20
----
6.45
6.43
6.41
-----
I------ --
I------- -----
I---- ---- ---- ----:., .*;’---- ----
---- 6.40
-----
I------ -- -----
6.55I---------------- I----- --- -----
---- ----
5.28 5.79
---- ----
---- ----
I
--------
6.156.39
------&-
- ---
6.54
!L----
---- ----
6.39
6.39
----
6.10
a
Computed by energy solution (reference 1).
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column for illustrative problem. Figure 6. - Values of k~ec for centrally load~d columns of
chemtiol mm~ 7- sad ion.
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Figure 9.- Values of k~ec tor centrally loaded columns of
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